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~GWe have obtained an approximate relation between
n and b based upon a geometrical, semiquantitative anal-
ysis of the expression
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tan 6(t) = -"

167l [t(t —4mr2)]~&2 1'(u(t)) sinxu(t)

I'(1 —u, (s))",@, 'rP u, (s)--u, (t)) '

where o'. (t) is the A2 trajectory and n ~=as+& is the Q
trajectory. The minimum value of 6(t) is (2 —n)~. [See

Fig. 3(a),'] Our relationship is

x+(L+b)(2-I-b) b n(g „)"~(2+ ) (1+b/n)
r(1+5) (1+xjn)" «~ '

The bracketed term is nearly unity and can be neglected
to first approximation.

L =—4amg2 —am 2
P
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Specific values of n vs 5 are obtained numerichlly from
these highly nonlinear relations. Strictly speaking,
these relations are valid only in the limit of large n.

C. K. Chen, Phys. Rev. D 5, 1464 (1972). This article
contains older references relating to the problem of
dispersion relations and indefinitely rising Regge tra-
jectories.
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Branching ratios and production cross sections are calculated for the heavy leptons which
occur in a class of spontaneously broken gauge theories of weak interactions. Several ex-
amples of such theories are constructed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent developments in unified gauge theories
of weak and electromagnetic interactions' ' have
already been fruitful in focusing attention on the
experimental question of the existence of leptonic'
and hadronic neutral currents. Such currents
arise because in some models"' a neutral heavy
boson Z' must exist in addition to charged inter-
mediate bosons TV'. In other models, ' no neu-
tral currents are needed, but additional heavy
leptons are required (along, probably, with
"charmed" heavy hadrons as well). It is probable
that in any renormalizable theory of weak and
electromagnetic interactions either neutral Z's
or heavy leptons, or both, will be required. This
assertion gains credibility when one considers the
process e+e -8"5, which proceeds via the dia-
grams of Fig. l.

The high-energy behavior of this amplitude in
the J= l partial wave violates the unitarity condi-
tion. ' In a renormalizable theory with small cou-

pling constants, phase shifts must not grow large,
except near narrow resonances. In the present
case, there appears to be no alternative to large
phase shifts other than introduction of additional
particle-exchange poles into the amplitude, as in
Fig. 2. The s-channel poles have the quantum
numbers of the Z', and t- or I-channel poles
have the quantum numbers of neutral or doubly
charged heavy leptons, probably with spin -', (in
order to keep higher-order processes renormal-
izable).

Thus, most renormalizable theories will contain
heavy leptons, and in any case it is of interest to
understand the phenomenology of such particles.
It is the purpose of this paper to outline observable
consequences of the existence of such heavy lep-
tons in the context of these renormalizable gauge
theories. The particles we consider are E' and
Z' (M' and M'), J= —,

' fermions with the same lep-
ton number assignment as the e (tt ). In Sec. II
we consider the decay modes of such particles,
and in Sec. III we discuss their production. We
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W+ w w+

FIG. 1. Diagrams for the process e+e g+g

leave the strength of their couplings to 5 ' and Z
as free parameters; these parameters are calcu-
lated for six typical theories in the Appendixes.
Section IV contains a summary of our conclusions.

II. DECAY MODES

We write the fermion current with which the
intermediate vector boson interacts in the form

(2.1)

where g~ ~ are of course different for different
transitions. When neutrinos (v, or v„)are in-
volved g„=0,and in the transitions v,(v„)—e (p, )
+W+

2= 2
4 gL,

=Mv Gv/v2 .
We make the approximation m, =m„=0 so that

all the results quoted for P decay cari be directly
transcribed to M decay. We shall assume that

Mv, Mz&Mz, M„.If this is not the case, Z (M) will
decay rapidly into lepton +W or Z. The require-
ment that the M contribution does not spoil the
agreement between theory and experiment for
(g- 2)& constrains the masses in some cases."
The diagrams in Fig. 3 are the only ones which
can make appreciable contributions. The diagram
involving an intermediate W gives"

Regz, gR GyM~Mgo
64e'g' W2x, (1 —Sr-:)+1+0( "),

(2.2)

FIG. 2. Additional contributions to the process e+e
~ S"+8' .

Leptonic Decays

If ME+ &MEo, we find

F(E'-8'e'v, ) M +
' Ig„l'+Ig I'

I'(p, - v&e v,) M& 4gn

+ " f(z))4g2

wher:e

(2 3)

z =Mzo/Mz,

and

f,(z) = (1 —z') (z' —8z'+ 1) + 24z' ln(1/z),
(2.4)

f,(z) = 4z(1 —z')' —6z(1+ z') [1 —z4 —4z' ln(1/z) ] .

Here, and below, the same formulas obviously
describe the decays E'- g'+ ~ ~ ~ if MEo &ME+ with
z-1/z. We have assumed Mv'»(Mz+-Meo)' in
Eq. (2.3) and neglected the momentum dependence
of the W propagator. The processes E+-F.'p, ' v&,
E'-v, p'v„, E'-e e'v„and E'-e p.'v„are ob-
viously also described by Eq. (2.3). However, for
E'- e'v, v„the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3) must
be multiPlied by 2 to account for the identity of
the two neutrinos in the final state.

mand that
~ a„~~ 0.9 x 10 ' does constrain the mass-

es considerably. "
After giving formulas for the decay widths to

various channels, "-"we will summarize the re-
sults for branching ratios and for l~, at the end of
this section.

where

M

In all the theories catalogued in the Appendixes ex-
cept the Georgi-Glashow theory4 either g~ = 0 or
gR =0 and the second diagram makes a negligible
contribution because the p-P coupling is small.
In the Georgi-Glashow theory, however, the de-

FIG. 3. Diagrams which may make important contribu-
tions to (g-2)&.
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Hadronic Decay Models

Continuum Contributions

We define the spectral functions p, and po for the weak current t)~ =g-'J'~ by

&&01 &)", (o) I &) & &I4.'(0)
I
0&(2~)'5'(e -Pp} =pi(~'}(e„e.—e'g„.) + p.(v')~, e. , (2.5)

where the sum is over all hadronic states. Then, if the hadrons have invariant mass v t, we get

GT G'M+ 1 t 4st
dt

Z Z'+ hadrons) =
16 (1 t/M ')' 1 z

M + M +',

+ gL, t +2Rego gz,
4g2 gg P 4g2 g2

where

2 2

p(z, t) = p(t) ((1 —, z')'+, (1+z') — + p, (t) 1 — (1 —z')' —,(1 + z')),

z 2

6,(z, t) = 6ztp, ( t) +—.6z tp(t) (1 —,
Mw')

'

(2.6)

lim p, (t) =0,
g -+ 66e

lim pvv(t} = lim p", "(f},
(2.8)

All other decays to the hadronic continuum are
special cases of this formula. (In the special case
g~ =0, a=0, this result agrees with a formula
given by Tsai.")

To estimate p», we invoke the notions of asymp-
totic chiral symmetry, "

the leptonic process E'-E'+ e' v, is also given by
(2.'t), with p, = 1/6m', p, = 0.

Single -Parti cle Contributions

The important single-particle contributions pre-
sumably come from z', p', and &,'. They are
described by E(I. (2.6) with

Mp~= ', 5(t- M '),
2 p

and asymptotic SU(3) (Ref. 21),
2

p", '= "'o 5(f-M„,),
2yA1 (2.13)

Hence we obtain

lim p,"~"(f) =, lim
g -woe 4~ 8 ~on Og g ~@+p

It is commonly expected that

(2.9)

(2.10)

p Al

p -0

p,
' =f', 5(t-Mtt') .

Experimentally" y ~'/4s =0.64, f„=0.9m, . The
(suspect) second Weinberg sum rule'4 yields yo/Mo'

2

m
66 ~oo ay+a -+ p+ p

(2.11)

I'(Z '-Z'+ hadron continuum)
F(Z'-Z'+ e'+ v, )

(2.12)

Furthermore, the momentum spectrum of E' in

The Frascati experiments suggest" C = 1 —2 [for
orientation, we note that the conventional three-
quark model suggests C =-,'while three-triplet
models, of the type which seem to be required to
explain F(mo-2y), suggest C =2].

If E(ls. (2.8) to (2.11) obtain [always assuming
M~'»(Ms+ —MEo)', Ms+, o, ], then evidently the
branching ratios into leptons and hadrons are
simply related, e.g. , r(z'- vy) n M~+

r(z'- mv) P f„ (2.14)

This can be combined with the results above to
yield

The Radiative Decay E - vy

The two-body decay mode E - vy, for which the
relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 4, might have
an appreciable branching ratio. In the theories
cataloged in the Appendixes, the apparent diver-
gences in these four amplitudes must individually
vanish or else cancel each other. A calculation of
I"(Zo- vy) would be lengthy and model-dependent.
We guess:
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I.O Ve E

0.5

FIG. 9. Diagram contributing to the decay e+e

-0.4 I I I I I I I

III. PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

0.5 I.O

from Eq. (2.3) if gs and g~ are known. The func-
tions f,(e) and f,(z) [Eq. (2.3)], which determine
the dependence of this ratio on g~ and g» are
plotted in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. The functicnsf&(z) andf2(z) f Eq. (2.3)] plotted
against z.

Charged heavy leptons may, of course, be pair-
produced by y rays or in e'-e colliding beams via
the one-photon virtual intermediate state. This
has been thoroughly discussed by Kim and Tsai"
and we have nothing to add. However, there are
various ways to produce the leptons singly.

A. e e' Colliding Beams

Here the E' may be produced via the weak pro-
cess (Fig. 9)

ED Decays e'e -E0+v, . (3.1)

The branching ratios and widths for the decays
E -e'+ ~ ~ ~ depend on g~ and g~ but are probably
qualitatively described by Figs. 5 and 6 (with the
same assumptions). If Msa &M~, the discussion
of the decays E'-E'+ ~ ~ ~ above applies to E'
-E'+ ~ ~ ~ . As discussed above, I'(E'- v y) is v'ery
model-dependent but this mode might well be a
few percent of the branching ratio.

E e vga. o

The production cross section is (for s «m~')
(3.2)

While the diagram in Fig. 10 would appear pos-
sible were a neutral boson Z to exist, none of the
theories cataloged in Appendix A gives a non-
vanishing E v,Z coupling. The best signature is
probably afforded by the decay

M o(e'e -E'v, )=, 1- ' ' ", ' +' ', '
. (1+cosa)'+ s' sin'0

S

where 0 is the c.m. angle of the neutrino relative to the incident e . Upon integration

go i ~'s
1

M~o* ' lgzl' lg~l'
1

M+0'
7 S g g S

(3.4)

For typical theories, the factor in brackets is O(1},
but could be much larger. For example, in the
model of Georgi and Glashow~ (Appendix A, Model
6), the square bracket is

I g I' 1
I gl. l' 1+—,

' cos'a
g 3 g sin Q'

4 53 GeV

generation of e'e rings may be sensitive to E'
masses of order 2 GeV.

B. Neutrino Production

The reaction

v„+g -M'+ hadrons

(3.5}
vive e

v& hadrons (3.6)
where the limit m~ a 5 GeV provides the upper
bound. In Fig. li is plotted g„tvs Eb assuming
arbitrarily g„'+—,

' g~'=g'. We see that the next
provides a good way of searching for M', having
in all cases an excellent signature. The cross
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FIG. 10. Diagram which might contribute to the decay
e'e Z'Iv, .

section can be directly related to the reaction

v„+N-p,
' +hadrons, (3.7)

the same structure functions. W„W„W„etc.,
occurring. The additional structure functions W4
and W„whose contribution vanishes in the limit
of vanishing lepton mass, will be of significance
in M' production; indeed one of the useful by-
products of heavy-lepton production processes
could be measurement of W4 and 9,. However,
in the absence of any evidence for the existence
of heavy leptons, it is sufficient to use simple-
minded parton model estimates for the production
cross sections. A short calculation gives, in the
deep-inelastic limit,

o'(v~n-M'+hadrons)+ v(v&P -M'+ hadrons)
e(v„n- p + hadrons) + o(v„p- p, + hadrons)

where f(x) (f(x)) is 2x times the momentum dis-
tribution function for isospin--, partons (antipar-
tons) in a nucleon averaged over p and n. If we
assume f «f (which is true in most models for x
nearunity) and put f(x)- vW', ~, then Q can be cal-
culated and the result is sketched in Fig. 12. It
must be emphasized that Fig. 12 is only a rough
approximation (which could be improved if the par-
ton model turns out to work in ordinary neutrino
interactions).

Assuming only (1) neglect of 1AS1= 1 processes
and (2) isovector AS = 0 currents, the function p- 1 as s/M'- ~. Hence P is model-insensitive for
s/M' large. From Fig. 12 we may probably con-
clude that M~ &1 GeV. In the CERN heavy-liquid
bubble-chamber experiment there were observed
over 100 events with g„)4 GeV. Were M' to exist
with mass -1 GeV, there should have been ~25M'
production events as well. Vfere the M' to have a
mass -1.5 GeV, this number would drop to -5,
probably consistent with the data. "

Similar considerations apply to production of M-
by v„orp' by v, , v, . No model in Appendix A pre-
dicts E' or M' production by neutrinos except in
higher orders of g and e.

On the basis of Fig. 12 we conclude that neutrino
experiments at NAL will be able to set mass lim-
its of at least 5 GeV (but almost certainly not
more than 10 GeV) on heavy leptons of the type
considered by us.

(3.8)

where g~ /g" is the ratio of weak coupling con-
stants for M'- vW and p, - vW (in the models con-
sidered in Appendix A, this ratio is unity), and

x + 1 +

M' :1'

x +3 x dx
0

C. Production by Charged Leptons

The reactions

p.'+Ã -M'+ hadrons

P. P, Vp

8 V~

p,'+ hadrons,

e'+N -Eo+ hadrons (3.10)

10-34

I LLI o
o

i
p-56

Oc
CD

O
b c

2 5 10 20
Ebeam= js/2 (GeVj

(3.9)

10 32

O
(n

O
10-3~

CP

O ~
CD

1036 ~

50 100

e'p, v„
e'e v,

g'+ hadrons,

and similar antiparticle reactions occur again with
cross sections comparable to, and possibly larger
than, neutrino cross sections at comparable beam
energies. The estimate for unpolarized incident
muons is

o (g n -Mo+ hadrons) + (n -P)
c(v&n- p, +hadrons)+(n-P)

FIG. 11. 0(e+e E v~) as a function of the beam
energy. The left-hand scale was obtained assuming
gg + 3 gL = g . The right-hand scale fol 1ows from the
bound in Eq. (3.5). (3.11)
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1.0 and E' (F.') production by e' (e ). We are unable
to assess the feasibility of searching for P and
E' using e' beams; there are evidently difficult
background problems.

$ 0.5— D. Production in Hadron-Hadron Collision

The production of heavy charged lepton pairs in
hadron-hadron collisions is evidently related to p,

pair production in a simple way:

10 20
der/dQ'(PP -L'L + hadrons)
dg/dQ'(pp —g' p, + hadrons)

FIG. 12. The function Q [Eq. (3.8)], v4ich determines
the ratio of M+ to p production in v&+A collisions, as
a function of s/Mz assumingf = 0, f vW2 . This
curve is of course only approximate.

v(g' n -M'+ hadrons) + (n -p)
g(v„n-M'+hadrons) + (n -p)

(3.16)

where Q' is the mass of the lepton pair. In the
same way

dg/dg'(pp -E'v. +hadrons}
dg/dQ'(pp- e v, +hadrons}

»e+'
1 I. 1 L.

where

(3.12)

1- —1+ x + x dx

I x + —', x dx
0

(3.13)

p is expected to be smaller than Q, but not less
than by a factor of 3. In particular, as s/M -~,

0 (s/M') ~~~(v n) + ~~.t(v p)
y(s/M') (r~, (vn)+(r„,(vP)

' (3.14)

High-energy muon beams from proton accelera-
tors have generally a high degree of longitudinal
polarization (predominantly right-handed p and
left-handed p, '). Under these circumstances, the
right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12} evidently
should be replaced by g„'g(s/m') and g„'p(s/m~),
respectively. Thus the search is probably best
made with p.

' beams. Inspection of Appendix A
shows that in three theories g~' &1; in the Georgi-
Glashow model, gs'= (54 GeV/m~)~ c 100. Thus
for 100-GeV fully polarized p.

' incident,

4 x 10-"cm' s c (p,
' N- Mo+ hadrons)

z 2.5x10-" cm', (3.15)

provided M„o&4 GeV. An experiment using the
NAL muon beam looks possible but extremely diffi-
cult.

Similar estimates apply to M production by p,

(3.17)

with similar formulas for E', E', M', andM'
production. At extremely high energies (such as
the ISABELLE 200-GeV P-P rings under present
study), the weak process pp- e v, +hadrons may
be observable, especially if the scaling behavior
suggested by the Drell- Yan" parton annihilation
mechanism turns out to be correct. In such a case
Berman has argued" that it should be feasible to
detect the heavy-lepton production as well. How-

ever, at present energies, the small cross sec-
tions and difficult backgrounds do not provide
much encouragement.

However, one must keep in mind that most of
the plausible generalizations of these classes of
gauge theories to include hadrons require the exis-
tence of new additive quantum numbers (charm)
and new classes of hadrons which may be produced
strongly.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have only considered heavy lep-
tons with the same lepton numbers as the electron
and muon. For a discussion of other possibilities"
we refer to a recent paper by Perl" in which pre-
vious experimental and theoretical work on heavy
leptons is reviewed. We have kept coupling con-
stants and masses fairly general and we hope that
our formulas will therefore expedite the task of
deducing observable consequences for a large
class of theories; special cases of most of our re-
sults are already in the literature. To summarize:
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Branching ratios. In common with other au-
thors, "we find that, according to currently popu-
lar ideas, the branching ratio into leptons should
be -50)o. This leads to spectacular signatures in
events such as

e'e -M'I

vpe ve

v„+hadrons

VII P, VP

v„e'v,

vs+ hadrons,

v„+N -M'+ hadrons

v& e'v,

Vjf P, Vp

vp+ hadrons .
In addition to the apparent failure of conventional
conservation laws, these events would also be dis-
tinguished by an apparent failure of transverse-
momentum conservation. Furthermore, in pro-
cesses such as

v„+N - p, '+ (v„+v„+hadrons),

the E„distribution at fixed v and q' (with q = h„„
—h&) would indicate "nonlocality"" and, in addi-
tion, the v-q distribution would be very different'
from that observed in the ordinary process:

v&N- p, '+ hadrons .
Production cross sections. Undoubtedly the

cleanest way to. produce charged heavy leptons is
in e'e colliding beams which can set limits close
to the beam energy (see, e.g. , Fig. 3 of Ref. 30).
Thus an improved SPEAR could set limits of -4.5
GeV in a few years. Pair-production experiments
using photon beams at NAL will, probably be able
to set mass limits in the same range (see Fig. 4
of Ref. 30, taken from Ref. 25). According to our
discussion in Sec. III, the neutrino beams at NAL
may be able to do slightly better. Neutral heavy
leptons are probably hard to produce (except as
decay products if M'&M'), although e"e colliding
beams may be able to set quite good limits if the
optimistic right-hand scale in Fig. 11 is relevant.
It may be possible to search for neutral leptons
using the muon beam at NAL, as discussed in Sec.
III.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix we outline several gauge theories
of weak and electromagnetic interactions employ-

ing the Higgs mechanism. We fear that none of
them in the form presented will turn out to corre-
spond to the real world, but it may possibly be
that general features shared by these theories or
special features exhibited by one or another of
them may survive. To that end perhaps it is help-
ful to have a statistically sizable sample.

We shall not go into any detail, and will not even
write down the full Lagrangians for the theories,
it being easier to describe what to do than to quote
the answer. The results relevant for our consid-
erations in the preceding section are supplied in
Table I. To the reader unexposed to theories of
this type, we recommend Higgs's classic paper"
and the subsequent papers on Weinberg's model'
as a prerequisite to this section. Once Weinberg's
model is understood, there should be no difficulty
in reconstructing the models given here, which
for the most part are straightforward (i.e., un-
imaginative) generalizations of Weinberg's exam-
ple.

The ingredients of theories of this class are the
following:

(a) a set of J = 1 Yang-Mills gauge fields,
(b) a set of J =0 fields which form a representa-

tion of the gauge group, and

(c) a set of iwo-component massless spin- —,
'

fields which also form a representation of the
gauge group.

A recipe for making renormalizable unified
theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions
is (once given the basic idea) then not difficult:

(I) Choose the gauge grouP. In all but one case
the choice for us is SU(2) xU(1); the exceptional
case is the Georgi-Glashow model4 where the
gauge group is SU(2), the gauge particles being
8", 8', and photon A.. In the other cases the
gauge fields are a triplet 9 ', g, 9', and a sin-
glet )3 . The W' and 8' are mixed by interactions
to be described below and become the photon g
and a neutral heavy J = 1 boson Z.

(2) Choose the rejresentation of the J'=0 Higgs
fields, including the charge assignment. In our
case this will be either a complex doublet P = (+),
or a triplet p, or, in one case (the Glashow-
Georgi model), a self-conjugate quartet (triplet
&singlet) used in order to reduce the magnitude of
the credibility gap separating that model from
reality.

(3) Choose the representation of the spin
chirat tsvo-comPonent fields. We limit ourselves
to I= 0, —,', 1 multiplets. Evidently e~ and v, must
lie in either an I= —,

' or an I= 1 multiplet; e„can
be in either a singlet, spinor, or vector represen-
tation. This gives six basic combinations to con-
sider and explains why there are six theories that
we study; they are the simplest examples of each
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TABLE I. Properties of six typical theories.

Theory

J=1 bosons

J =0 bosons

W+, Z, A

@0

W', Z, A

yO

4' 40

W, Z, A W, Z, A

@0

W, Z, A

@0

W, A

yO yO

Leptons

Hadron
constituents

v 8 e

q0, 6'0, Z-, Z

E 8 vere
g+ ~0
q 6'

E', v„e-
~0 @0
qO (P 0 gZ-

E', E', x0, v„e E', E', v„e

q', 6'O, g, X

E+, E', v, e

Z', q', ZO, CyO

q', 6",X, &

C ouplings:

~ (p7e W")

E ~V, W+

~~ Eo~e W'
e

R Eo~e W+
e

~ E EOW+

gR E'MEOW"
e

e~e Z

e-te-Z

@- v~v, Z

EO~EOZ
e

g~ EO~EOZ

~& E+~E+Z

~& E'~E'Z
e

„0~OZ

xO~e W+

R gOte W+

2 ~~2csc0

-cot20

csc28

csc0

-csc8

-cot0

+cot8

-tan8

2 &~2csc0

2 ~~2 csc0

-cot28

—cot20

csc28

csc28

cosn csc0

cosn csc8

sinn csc0

sinn csc8

-2-«2csc0

-cot8

-cot20

-csc20

cot8

cot28

csc20

2 ~~2csc8

2 ~~2 csc0

-csc0

2 ~~2csc0

-csc0

—cot28

-cot0

csc20

-csc28

0

cot28

cot0

sinn

-sinn

cosA

—cosA

m~ (GeV)

mz/m

m~+/m~0

37I csee
I

f
secel

53
f csc8I

W3 fsecel

37I csee
l

I secel

53I coen cscel

fsec8I

~3
I
sinn I

37I cscel

I secel

v2

53I sinn I

~2 I
seen I
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TABLE I (Cocctinued)

Theory

~~ (p~Q' g+ 2 ~~2csc8
e

csc0 2 ~f2csc0 cosn csc0 2 ~~2csc0 S1IlA

-csc20 csc28 csc20

csc20 —csc20

—cot8 —cot20 —cot8 —cot20

g~ Z~xz'
-cot28 -cot28 -cot8

of these options we can find. We shall assume
conservation of muon number and electron num-

ber; consequently, it is sufficient to study the
electron system in isolation and then generalize
straightforwardly to the muon system. Generaliza-
tions to hadrons are also possible for all these
models, most conveniently using the SU(4) ideas
of Glashow, Qiopoulos, and Maiani, '4 and are
discussed in Appendix B.

(4) CouPle the gauge fields invariantly to Higgs
fields and fermion fields. Thus in the free La-
grangians of Higgs fields g one makes the gauge-
invariant replacement

a
spa

where T„,is the appropriate isotopic-spin matrix
and Y is the hypercharge (mean value of the elec-
tric charge of the irreducible multiplet P). g and
g' are independent dimensionless coupling con-
stants. This replacement is also made in the free
fermion Lagrangian.

(5) CouPle the Higgs fields P invariantly and re-
noxmalizably to themselves. This means nonderiv-
ative p', P', and P4 couplings only. Hyperctcarge
and isospin conservation then imply charge con-
servation as well.

(6) Choose these couplings such that the classi
cal interaction Hamiltonian of the Higgs fields is
a minimum cohen a neutral Higgs field g' has a
nonvanishing value ( y'). That is, one demands
spontaneous breakdown in the manner of Goldstone,
but not a breakdown of electric charge conserva-
tion.

(7j Couple the Higgs field invariantly and re-
normalizably to the fermions, This means only
couplings of the form (suppressing internal indices)

7L (cc 4 + H.c.

(8) Recorite the Lagrangian in terms of the dis-
placed field p' = p-(p) and proceed coith quantiza
tion. The new Lagrangian will have the following
properties:

(a) It is at least almost renormalizable. '"
(b) Some intermediate bosons obtain a mass

from the term

k(s o 0 —gli'p 0)'- a g'll"( 0') + ' ' '
~

(c) Some fermions get mass from the term
4(R& 0).

(d) At least one massless boson remains, which
can be identified in all respects as a photon g.
Evidently successful design of the theory requires
this to be the only massless boson. This does not
seem to be a practical difficulty if one allows a
proliferation of Higgs fields.

(e) By gauge transformations, some of the scalar
fields may be eliminated; they essentially become
the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the massive
vector bosons. Thus the number and charge
assignments of these "spurious" scalar Higgs par-
ticles are in one-to-one correspondence with the
massive gauge bosons.

We now outline what happens when this procedure
is followed for six typical theories.

1. Weinberg's Model (The 2-1 Model)

Here' one starts with a triplet+ singlet of gauge
bosons as described above, a Higgs doublet
(P', P ), a left-handed doublet g~ = (; )~, and a
singlet c)ps =e„.The spinor fields g~ and yacc are cou-
pled to P, with coupling constant proportional to m, .
Three of the four Higgs degrees of freedom are
removed by gauge transformation; the remaining
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degree of freedom is the neutral Hermitian com-
ponent feebly coupled to the electron with strength
em, /m~. The only free parameters are m& and
the mixing angle of 5' and B. The couplings of
fermions to Z, B and the ratio m~/me are tabulated
in Table I.

Z. The Lee-P~entki -Zumino Model
(The 8-1 Model)

Here (see Refs. 5 and 6) the J= I boson structure
is the same as before (W', A, Z) but the left-handed
fermion doublet is replaced by a triplet,

mg~ga+ H. c.=m, (e~e„+v, E'„)+ H.c.
and the E' mass generated by coupling the Higgs
field to gz and P~ with strength erne/m~ T.he
term m, v, E'~ induces a small amount of mixing of
E~ with v„but the mixing angle n is small:
=m, /meo. The neutrino remains, of course, mass-
less. This mixing effect, while negligible for
electrons, may be of some significance if this
model is applied to the muon system, but we
ignore it here.

4. The 3-2 Model

4r, = ve

e

of zero hypercharge along with two singlets, gR
=e' and g„=E,of hypercharge+l. In order to
produce the e and E mass, the Higgs field must
be a triplet of hypercharge 1:

As usual, the U(2) gauge bosons are W', A, and
Z, and we shall have a Higgs doublet (Po, P ).
The e~ and v, are found in a triplet of zero hyper-
charge,

E+

v, coso. +ED sinn
e-

and e~ in a doublet,

The peculiar expectation value needed may be
generated by a self-interaction of the form

'(0 0 ') +
I &I (0 0')'

The right-handed E' is best placed in a doublet,

A gauge transformation removes the p' and the
phase of P' leaving a Hermitian P' and doubly
charged P" as physical scalar bosons of the
theory. The masses of the new particles are not
determined although m~ &53 GeV. Again there is
a mixing angle associated with Z and A. The P'
coupling to e is again em, /m~; to E it is erne/mv.
The doubly charged P couples left-handed e to
right-handed E' via an interaction

(erne/2m~)E'(I - y,)e g +H.c.
The virtue of the model is that Z decouples com-
pletely from the neutrino, allowing the theory to
more easily survive experimental challenge.

3. The 2-2 Model

Again the gauge group is U(2) containing W', A, Z.
The e~ and e~ are each found in doublets

along with a left-handed singlet $~ =ED~. The Higgs
fields are again a complex doublet Q =(Q', Q ) as
in the Weinberg model, with only the Hermitian Q'
remaining physical after the gauge transformation.
The electron mass is put in by hand with a term

and the remaining debris are two singlets,

gi, = (v, sinn - 'E cons)~,

4L L'

Four terms coupling P to the spinor fields of the
form

e 4& 4& p'+ b4&4& 0+ e 4& 4& 0+ d 4f 4&4'
(where we have suppressed isospin labels and 7.

matrices) suffice to provide them all with mass;
the four parameters also determine the mixing
angle e. Put another way, the mixing angle o.
determines one relation between the fermion mass-
es; it is best written

' =vY sino. .
m&0

Despite its rococo character, this model again
has the dubious virtue that the neutrino decouples
from Z and 3, allowing it to better survive the
assaults of experimentalists.

The 2-3 Model

This is similar to the previous model with

a doublet, and
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4R=

a triplet, and the usual U(2) quartet W', A, Z of
gauge fields and a Higgs doublet Q = ( Q', P ). How-
ever, we. now need only one additional doublet of
heavy fermions,

( E'
v, sinn + Eo coso.

(E+ )
(R= E'

6. The George Gl-ashow (3-3) Model

In this case, ' the gauge group is SU(2) and the Z
is lacking; only g ' and photon g are gauge fields.
Both e~ and e~ lie in triplets,

There are two couplings of the Higgs field Q to the
fermions,

H'= $1,(R T Q+ (L,(R ~ r(72$ )'.
W W

As in Model 3, a term (em, /m~)v, EOR induces a
small mixing of v, with E~; again the mixing angle
is of order m, /ms. Also, evidently mso is deter-
mined in terms of m~+, the ratio is

" =W2.
m&0

Only one Hermitian neutral Higgs field survives;
again the coupling strength is em, ./mv to fermions
g.

and an additional left-handed singlet,

g~ = (E' sino. —v, coso.)~,
is mixed in to provide the E' mass and keep the v,
massless. In the Georgi-Glashow version, the
Higgs fields form a self-conjugate triplet; how-

ever, in that model, the electron mass is the dif-
ference of two terms, one of which is bare mass
(of order mR+), the other generated by spontaneous
breakdown, proportional to ( P). No rationale is
available for the observed smallness of rn„ren-
dering that version, in our opinion, utterly un-
believable. Fortunately, it is easy to rephrase the
theory in a way such that its credibility becomes,
if only highly implausible, at least nonvanishing.
This is accomplished by including a neutral Higgs
singlet, and using the U(2) notation of 2x 2 ma-
trices. Thus

r
v, since +E' cos+

v2

-(v, sino+E'coen)

(y,
q, » &»= .Io o

.

The expectation value (» is generated from a
Hamiltonian density

3o' = -m'»y'+
I &I (»y')'-

I
~'1»y'

with
I

A. 'I &
I

A.I. The mass term is then obtained by
coupling g to g~, p'~, and (R in all possible ways:

&R=
M

' »444
eMR+ ( tano. —,

+M ITrfik(R+ ~2 Tt~TrSR4 I
~

After gauge transformation, two neutral Higgs
fieMs

remain. The masses of p, and p, are not fixed,

but p, and p, are unmixed (in lowest order).
couples, as usual, to fermion i with coupling con-
stant em,./m~. However, the coupling of P, to elec-
tron is large, and the transition coupling g - v,
+ P, is likewise large:

H'- "(e,eR+ v, ERsinn}y, +H c + ~ ~ . . . ~

w

Were the P, lighter than E„this would imply a,

fast decay mode of E' into P, + v, ; the P, in turn
would decay very rapidly into e'e, p.

'
p, -, or had-

rons. Similar conclusions evidently also hold for
the M . Also, as pointed out by Primack and
Quinn, "resonant production e'e - P, - p, 'p, is
readily observable in e'e colliding-beam experi-
ments for this model.

Final Comments. In the even theories (2, 4, and
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6), the neutrino decouples from the gauge fields;
this provides them with special protection against
experimental disproof. In the odd theories, the
experimental limits on neutral currents may al-
ready provide unacceptable constraints. These
considerations lie outside the scope of this paper.

Theories 1, 3, 4, and 5 all have W', Z, A,
and P' coupled in the same way, provided the mixing
angle a in theory 4 is chosen to be —,'g. Further-
more, the coupling of e and v, (the "known" par-
ticles) to W' is universal. Thus they are inter-
changeable; any of the four theories may be used
for e, any for p, , and any generalized to the
hadrons. Hence we have really cataloged not six,
but 66 =4'+ 2 possible renormalizable models of
weak and electromagnetic interactions. We be-
lieve this fact does not significantly change the
probability that one of these models is directly
applicable to the real world.

In aQ of the theories, there is a Higgs scalar
meson with feeble leptonic couplings identical to
those in the Weinberg model. The exceptions are
in Model 2, containing a doubly charged meson p",
which, if lighter than the F.', has a very long life-
time, decaying in second-order weak interaction to
e"e'v, v„p'p,'v~v„, w'v', etc. If p" is heavier
than Z', it decays rapidly into E'e', etc. The
other exceptional Higgs meson is the Q„which
occurs in the Georgi-Glashow model; its coupling
to e (g) is proportional to the heavy-lepton mass
ms (m„),a feature which allows its observation in
e'e storage rings, provided its mass is sufficient-
ly low.

APPENDIX 8
In this appendix we outline how the preceding

models may be generalized to hadrons. There
are two features which must be faced in this gen-
eralization which invite detailed discussion. The
first is how to avoid 6$ = 1 neutral currents, and
the second is how to properly generate the bare
masses of the hadronic constituents, as well as
their Cabibbo mixing. Throughout this section we
shall neglect the effect of the strong interaction,
arguing that the effective Lagrangian for these pro-
cesses is governed by the operator product expan-
sion of currents at short distances, which seems
experimentally to be unaffected by the presence
of strong interactions.

Troublesome diagrams (Fig. 13) generating bS
= 1 neutral currents occur not only in lowest order
but in second order. It is not sufficient to have
the second-order diagrams finite; they must be
small enough to contribute negligibly to 5m(K~

Ks) and KI p,

A general way to evade these difficulties, '4 and

one we shall follow, is to introduce four basic

W

6' ig ii6
W

AAgVv ~ X

FIG. 13. Troublesome AS = 1 diagrams.

constituents

(P,
%' =X cos8+ A. sin8,

ql

A.
' = X cos8-X sln8,

such that there is permutation symmetry of the
interaction under the interchange

2. Weinberg's Model (The 2-& Model)

This has been discussed in detail in the litera-
ture." The doublets are

with 5' and q neutral, P' and A.
' negative, and with

singlets 5'~, g'„,X„', and q~. The eight couplings
of the four singlets with either of the P' and with

P (or Pt, depending on what is needed to conserve
charge and weak isospin) suffice to generate the
four masses and the Cabibbo mixing of g and X.

The Lee-Pxentki -Zurnino Model
(The 3-1 Model)

We may take, for example,

x' —~'
except for the mass terms. (One may, of course,
choose to mix 6' and q as well as, or instead of, R
and X.) Then in the absence of fermion mass all
neutral-current effects occur in the combination

col fcg I + yf fyl

+Ical

+ gag

which has no ~$ = 1 component. By demanding
that the fermion masses be ~ a few GeV, one can
hope enough to suppress the effects illustrated in
Fig. 13 not to be in trouble with experiment.

AS =0 neutral-current effects must then be ex-
amined with care; here the experimental situation
at present is rapidly changing and we shall not re-
ject any theory on the basis of its disagreement
with present data on 6$ = 0 neutral currents.

The second issue to be faced is how to generate
the proper mass terms and the Cabibbo mixing.
Here we consider the models in turn.
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with P„,gR, gs, X„,q„,and Q„allsinglets. The
most general invariant coupling to p is Q

~ g~, or
(~ which upon replacement of P by (P& pro-

jects out P~, X~, Q~, and X~. These can be multi-
plied by the appropriate right-handed fields to
give P, Q, g, and X masses and to mix g and A.

properly. To produce mass for 6' and q, however,
requires additional Higgs particles. To do this
most economically, one adds a Hermitian triplet
of fields ((', g', ( ) with (('& g 0 and obvious cou-
plings to the fermions. This, changes the W-boson
masses and mixings, but leaves the consequences
for the W-fermion couplings essentially unchanged.
This form of the model is the same as that origi-
nally given by Lee; however, as pointed out by
Prentki and Zumino, it is necessary to introduce
a seventh quark in order to construct SU(3) octets.

3. The 2-2 Model

Here we have doublets

and singlets Pl. , QL, , 6'~, q~, RL, , and S~.
By contracting gz with Q or &f&~, we again project

out any of the doublet fermion fields, and thereby
generate mass for P', Q', R', and 8'. From cou-
pling s

0,'(7 0'.)(0&, f=1.2

O'R (~ (i)(~2@'&

the P', Q', X, and A, masses may be generated as
well as the Cabibbo mixing.

The 2-3 Model

In this case we writ&e

supplemented with

with, as usual, t and q neutral and and A. nega-
tively charged. We also have right-handed dou-
blets

and singlets P~, Q~, tPs, and qs. The couplings
(p'&g or e "(Q, & g& project out (P~, q~, Pz, and

Qs and thus such couplings when combined with
the appropriate singlet fermion field suffice to
give e, q, P, and Q mass. Bare mass for g' and
X' may be obtained by an invariant mass term

le%~(s
present even in the absence of Higgs fields.

4. The 3-2 Model

Here we may take

('l
E~'1, 4' 1.

with doublets

with right-handed triplets

rQ"'}
y'=I Q'

k ).
and singlets g~ and q~. The coupling of fermion
doublets to Higgs doublets (P&(Qt& suffices to give
6' and q mass. Again terms

g,'(~ ~ q'„)(y&, f =1, 2

give X, X, P', Q', (P', and Q' mass as well as
providing the Cabibbo mixing.

6. The Georgi, Glashonr (8-3) Mode-l

The version presented here differs in detail
from that of Georgi and Glashow both because
of the Higgs quartet and because of the assumed
"SU(4)" mechanism used to suppress aS = 1 neutral
currents. Thus we end up with eight basic con-
stituents instead of five. Start with

(~ 'l
$' sina+P' cosa

W2
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q sinn+@ coso.
vY

-(q sine +g' co so )
W2

Add singlets t~ and qR, and

(6' cosn —P' sinn)~ = y~,

(q cosn —Q' sinn)~ = y~ .

With, as before,

(~) (&0) o)

we generate P' and P' mass from terms

tan+
Trg z Pgs +

~2 yz Trg„g.

JI and A, mass comes from Trg 'R(Q)g~ and from
Tr[g~, g'„](P).The mass of 6' and q is generated
from terms such as

6'„)(~Tr(y) + H. c. ,

q„g~m Tr(y) +H.c.
Concluding Comments. (I) We conclude that it is

not difficult to generate appropriate mass terms
and Cabibbo mixings, but that at least in the cases
considered the procedure is ad ho@ and yields
nothing out that was not put in. We record the cou-
plings of the usual currents to the vector mesons
in these models, as well as the number of new
"charmed" hadron constituents in the various mod-
els in Table I.

(2) In these schemes, "charmed" constituents
play a role; from the cut-off estimates" for
Sn(K~ —K~) and from K~ - iL'p, , we expect the
bare mass of such constituents not to exceed -5-15
GeV. Given approximate universality between lep-
ton and hadron properties, including symmetry

FIG. 14. The simplest unrenormalizable diagram in
theories with anomalies.

breaking [e.g., m„=(mA —m~)], we might expect
this to be a rough upper bound to the heavy-lepton
masses in such theories. While we write these
words as encouragement to the experimentalist,
we emphasize that failure to find heavy leptons of
mass ~10 GeV is not a death blow to models of this
class.

(2) We have ignored problems associated with the
Adler-Bell- Jackiw anomaly. " We believe that
even if a model is nonrenormalizable because of
anomalies, the effect occurs only in high orders
of perturbation theory. Indeed the first trouble
appears to come in the diagrams of Fig. 14. This
would indicate a nonrenormalizable perturbation
expansion

A.
T g T2+g T4+g T6 ink +g T8 2 +

2/2
-g'T, +g'T, +g'(lng')T, +g'f, + ~ ~ ~,

where we suppose that the Lee-Yang $-limiting
summation procedure applies. Thus only the g'
term and higher terms become uncalculable. This
is no reason to reject a theory. From the physics
point of view, the major criterion for acceptability
of a theory is only that the lowest-order amplitude
T, not be renormalized by a large amount; this
would disrupt the regularities (universality of
strength; charged currents dominant) which appear
in the low-energy data.
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